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WordPress Theme Development - Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	With a little knowledge of HTML and CSS, you can kiss goodbye to third-party themes for your self-hosted WordPress sites and start building your own. This beginner's guide shows you how in plain language and clear instructions.

	
		Learn how to design WordPress themes and build them from scratchli>
	
		Learn...
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WordPress 4.x CompletePackt Publishing, 2015

	Get your website up and running and beautify it with WordPress


	About This Book

	
		Build a WordPress site quickly and effectively
	
		Create impressive WordPress themes and plugins and get to know how it works
	
		Expand the features of WordPress to create non-blogging websites and...
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Cyber Operations: Building, Defending, and Attacking Modern Computer NetworksApress, 2019

	
		Know how to set up, defend, and attack computer networks with this revised and expanded second edition.

	
		You will learn to configure your network from the ground up, beginning with developing your own private virtual test environment, then setting up your own DNS server and AD infrastructure. You will continue with more...
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Dreamweaver CS5 for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	With the release of Adobe Creative Suite CS5, Dreamweaver solidifies its role as the de facto tool of choice for anyone designing for the Web. Adobe Dreamweaver CS5 for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickStart Guide uses a combination of task-based instruction and strong visuals to teach beginning and intermediate users how to create,...
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Creating Web Pages All-in-One For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2011

	If you’re interested in creating a Web site, chances are that you’ve at least
	seen the terms HTML, XHTML, CSS, JavaScript, and Flash floating around.
	Maybe your friends talk about their WordPress blogs or Facebook pages
	and you don’t know whether you should do the same or dive into using a
	more powerful tool, like...
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Sams Teach Yourself WordPress 3 in 10 Minutes (Sams Teach Yourself -- Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2010

	Blogging has been booming for years, and it shows no sign of slowing down. It is an easy and organized way to deliver news, tutorials, and podcasts;it’s even an easy way to share personal thoughts and stories. It was the social network before other social networks existed. Like blogging, WordPress has grown over the years to a mature...
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Blogging For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	The blogging bestseller, now fully updated to reflect the latest tools and techniques


	Blogging is forever evolving, and remains essential for anyone who wants a distinctive Web presence. There are many options that surround blogging-on everything from blogging software to hosting services-and this fun and friendly guide gets you...
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Building Web Apps with WordPressO'Reilly, 2014

	
		WordPress is much more than a blogging platform. As this practical guide clearly demonstrates, you can use WordPress to build web apps of any type—not mere content sites, but full-blown apps for specific tasks. If you have PHP experience with a smattering of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, you’ll learn how to use WordPress...
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WordPress 24-Hour Trainer: Watch, Read, and Learn How to Create and Customize WordPress SitesWrox Press, 2009

	Don't let WordPress intimidate you. WordPress 24-Hour Trainer is a unique lesson-based book that walks you through the essential parts of WordPress. Each lesson is streamlined to teach a specific aspect of WordPress, helping you to focus on just what you need in order to get the task accomplished. If you learn better visually,...
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Build Your Own Website: A Comic Guide to HTML, CSS, and WordPressNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		Build Your Own Website is a fun, illustrated introduction to the basics of creating a website. Join Kim and her little dog Tofu as she learns HTML, the language of web pages, and CSS, the language used to style web pages, from the Web Guru and Glinda, the Good Witch of CSS.

		

		Once she figures out the basics,...
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Sexy Web Design: Creating Interfaces that WorkSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2009
Sexy Web Design is an easy-to-follow guide that reveals the secrets of how to build your own breathtaking web interfaces from scratch. You'll be guided through the entire process of creating a gorgeous, usable web site by applying the timeless principles of user-centered design.
  Even if you're short on design skills, with this book you'll be...
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WordPress: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2012

	
		Whether you’re a budding blogger or web development professional, WordPress is a brilliant tool for creating websites—if you know how to tap its impressive features. This jargon-free Missing Manual shows you how to use WordPress and its themes, plug-ins, and widgets to build just about any website you can imagine, from a...
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